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Don’t puzzle what you see...
puzzle what Granny sees!
Visit us online at www.holdson.com Freephone: 0800

80 1939

Dear Puzzlers,
Welcome avid puzzlers to our Autumn Pieces edition! We hope everyone enjoyed the glorious
summer with your friends and family. Did you manage to get away or like many of us did you do a staycation?
Thank you to everyone who participated in our online survey last year – we certainly appreciate your feedback.
Congratulations to all our winners! One interesting response which we thought to share is the preferred puzzle
design... by an overwhelming margin it is WASGIJ.
We are thrilled that so many of you continue to enjoy this jigsaw concept. The number 2 and 3 spot went to Animals
and Landscape. For all Wasgij fans, you will be pleased to know that we have another exciting year ahead for the Wasgij
1000pc line, plus later in the year you will see the introduction of new Wasgij Mini 100pc designs.

Editorial

With a New Year, brings new creative by our team. We spend many months planning our puzzle range for the coming
year and 2022 is no different. Holdson support artists both locally and internationally and our jigsaw series are
illustrated by a vast range of artisan’s across the globe. If you love puzzles as much as we do, here is a sneaky puzzle
teaser of a few new series coming later this year...

We know you will find lots of exciting new 1000pc and 500pc XL Holdson puzzles to add to your collections, but one
range in need of an overhaul is our Children’s Puzzle area. As such, 2022 will see a lot of new development. New
artist Simon Abbott is creating a Discover 60pc range & two Nursery Rhyme 30pc series; the wonderful NZ artist
Ned Barraud is working on Treasures of Aotearoa Series 3 and Seek n Find 300pc Series 2, plus we have the return
of Where’s Wally! Watch this space for further updates as we develop more concepts for our puzzle juniors.
To join in our puzzle journey, visit our website www.holdson.com and click on the Contact Us page to add your email
address to our mail out. During 2022, we will feature more puzzle promotions and competitions, showcase new
releases and specials, interview some of our artists, blog about something interesting, display our puzzling skills (go
Peter! - A.k.a. Eagle Eyes ) and mostly bring people together who simply love to puzzle!
Finally, we want to give a huge shout out and thanks to YOU! Your support means we continue to be NZ made
and proud of it!!

Happy Puzzling, The Holdson Team.
Visit us online at www.holdson.com Freephone: 0800
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Wasgij is the hilarious puzzle concept where the image on the box is
simply a clue to the puzzle inside. Only the puzzle holds the answer!
For decades families have been drawn to the fun and excitement of amusement parks. ‘Have a Jolly Nice Day Out Land’
is filled with charming family-friendly attractions including vintage carousels, teacups and kitten rides, coconut shies,
and a tired-looking mascot posing for pictures. Modern thrill-seekers need adrenaline-fuelled entertainment that’s
truly state-of-the-art, with extreme rides and roar-some attractions that leave you in tears of joy… or terror. Just how

Wasgij Destiny – 1000pc

different does the action-packed amusement park of today really look? This is the scene you have to puzzle!

Theme Park Thrills

Don’t puzzle what you see… puzzle the future!
Visit us online at www.holdson.com Freephone: 0800
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ABOUT T H E A RT I ST S
Jody Bergsma has a diverse painting
style that has developed over many years
and literally thousands of paintings. Her
earliest works were charming children’s
illustrations that she sold at Northwest art
shows to pay for her education.
Jody’s watercolour technique is
self-taught. Her engineering degree
is reflected in her compositions and
demonstrates Jody’s love of mathematics
and geometry. She seamlessly blends
these elements with her imaginative inner
visions to create her unique style.
She is often asked about her use of
aboriginal, native, and geometric symbols.
Her ongoing studies introduced her to
many ancient cultures and the beauty of
their designs. By respectfully working with
these images, Jody participates in the
significance of our history and reintegrates
their symbols into our modern culture.
(Blue Rhapsody , Kindred Spirits and
Think Pink).

Two’s Company – 1000pc

Andrew Farley showed artistic promise
from an early age, further developing
his skill at university. He first started his
career producing album cover sleeves
for EMI records featuring famous
personalities from the music world.
He then went on to join MGL, where
he became one of Europe’s leading
commercial illustrators. His work
combines photographic realism with
romantic fantasy. His images appear on
products all over the world.
(Tiger & Cub).

Blue Rhapsody

Kindred Spirits

Think Pink

Tiger & Cub
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ABOUT T HE ARTIST
Lewis T. Johnson has pursued an illustrious career
having worked as both an in-house designer/
illustrator and freelance artist since his graduation
from Tyler School of Art with a BFA and Deans
List honors.
He rose in position from staff designer at Lenox
China to senior illustrator/designer and assistant
art director with American Visual Arts before
starting his own studio, Johnson & Associates,
in 1994. Since then, he has created and licensed
hundreds of illustrations and designs for
publishers and manufacturers across the USA.
His work can be found on award winning products
ranging from Lenox China to greeting cards for
various publishers such as Current Inc., Sunrise
Greetings and Leanin Tree to jigsaw puzzles for
White Mountain, Sunsout and F.X.Schmid, USA,
as well as toys, collectibles apparel and coins for
the Bradford Exchange, Franklin Mint and Danbury
Mint, also Children’s books for Turningstone
Choice, a local educational book publisher for
teachers aids and instructional materials.
Lewís fine art however, focuses on wildlife,
landscapes, still life, portraits and decorative
themes for home and office decor.
He works primarily in Gouache, Watercolor,
Acrylic and colored pencil often integrating these
media to create the varied textures, details and
dramatic effects in his work while focusing on his
love for nature and devotion to realism.
Lew has exhibited his fine art in local shows
around the Philadelphia area in recent years and
is busy developing pieces for future gallery shows.

Vintage Opera Poster

Art Nouveau Poster
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Romance Film Poster
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Vintage Pop Art – 1000pc

Great Western Poster

XL

Pieces
Actual Size
Easy Pick
and Place
Change of Season – 500pc XL

Autumn Garden

Winter Garden

ABOUT T HE ARTIST
Claire Comerford feels very fortunate to have been painting and drawing for
the best part of 25 years and she couldn’t imagine doing anything else. It has
always been so much more than a job to her!

On a bright sunny day or a frosty winter morning its often hard knuckling down
to paint anything and not spend the time whiling away the hours walking her
dog or just staring out of her window, all in the name of reference of course!

Claire loves all things flora and fauna and would say her biggest inspiration
for her art is the time she spends in her back garden and the stunning
Yorkshire countryside that surrounds her studio. She feels spoilt for reference.

Claire has a vast library of sketches and photos of the marvellous things that
nature has thrown her way over the years and her biggest challenge is to
convey the beautiful inspirational ideas directly into her art.
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XL

Pieces
Actual Size

Our Earth, Our Future – 500pc XL

Easy Pick
and Place

Save Our Environment

A B OUT T HE ARTIST
Harro Maass was born on the North Sea Island of
Wangerrooge. He has been described as a graphic artist,
animal painter, nature painter, nature illustrator, wildlife
artist or bird painter. But none of these titles hit the mark,
though they are extremely appropriate. This is because
Mass is a frontier between detailed documentation and
imaginative interpretation, between illustration, graphic and
painting, and between surrealism and realism. He holds a
Bachelor of Arts degree from Kerkkunstschule Krefeld. After
his graduation in 1962, he became an art director and a
graphic designer. He is a lover and admirer, but at the same
time, a critical admonition in nature. He’s characterized by
a special understanding of nature, which he acquired in his
youth and later developed in many directions. He paints a
wonderful variety of animal subjects - some portrait style,
some in their natural habitats, and others like illustrations.
With such versatility, he has managed attract quite a
number of clients. He started painting wildlife in 1987
but has worked as a freelance illustrator since 1974 and.
Articles about him can be found in US Art and Wildlife Art
Magazine. The Christie´s auctions held in London from 1997
to 1999 had six of his paintings. Three of his paintings were
published in “Best of Wildlife Art II” that was released in
1999. Four years later, he was accepted for the 5th time
to be included in the “Birds in Art Show” in Wausau, WI.
Framed Harro Maass art are today a common sight in
many prestigious buildings around the world. His work
is represented in the collections of the Alexander Koenig
Museum, Germany and. the Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art
Museum in Wausau.

Save the Rainforest
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XL Pieces
Easy Pick
and Place

Roald Dahl – 300pc XL

Fantastic Mr Fox

James and the
Giant Peach

More fantastic

Matilda

Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory
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The Twits

The Witches
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300
PIECE

XL Pieces

Astronaut in Space

Big Tiger

Farm Friends

Little Angel

Kittens in the Kitchen

Visit us online at www.holdson.com Freephone: 0800

Unicorns at the Waterfall
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Gallery Series 8 – 300pc XL

Easy Pick
and Place

Scratch Bouquets

Flower

Cupcake

These amazingly brightly coloured
scratch art bouquet kits are sure to
keep the little ones entertained!

Butterfly

Nail Stickers and Tattoos

Avenir

Super trendy and colourful kids nail stickers and tattoo fashions!

Flower

Mermaid

Princess

Unicorn

Blocks N Crayons

These super fun eco-crayons are made from beeswax with all non-toxic ingredients.

Construction

Dinosaur

Space

Traffic

Stamp and Match

Get creative with these Stamp and Match Sets.

Dinosaurs

Little Bugs

Pets

Vehicles

Embrace their
creativity and desire
for self expression
with these 3C4G
products.
Age 6+ years
Dreams Locking Activity Journal

3C4G

Rainbow Locking Activity Journal

Sketching Set – Girl Power

Sketching Set – Good Vibes

Lap Desk – Triangle
Lap Desk – Tie-dye

The classic way to create countless
SUPER SHAPED DESIGNS!

Kit with Markers

Box Tin Design Set

Super Kit

Travel Set

Scratch and Shimmer

With distinctive interlocking gears and wheels, anyone can draw elegant, spiraling designs!
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